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Now I will give you some of the smallest rules of spiritual science in regard to clearing the 
mind. They are the following:  
 
Do not desire that which you do not need! 
Never think about tomorrow! 
Do not take the past as the ideal for your life! 
Do not think that the future includes everything!  
 
If a man holds to these rules, they are directions that push him upwards and onwards. They 
should be the true directions of the mind.  
 
Imagine that someone is already thinking today about what he will eat tomorrow. It is 
important for him what he will eat today. Tomorrow should be put aside. He has not eaten 
today but he is thinking about tomorrow! Besides, a man should take into account the 
following as well: Everything that is against the laws of Nature is sin. Therefore, every 
thought, every feeling or desire which is against the laws of Nature is sinful, counterintuitive 
and unnatural. For example, if a man wishes to wear a leather garment in the summer during 
the hottest weather, this is an unnatural desire, inconsistent with the laws in Nature. Or, if he 
wishes to wear a silk hat during the winter when it is minus 35 centigrade – this is an 
unnatural desire as well. Such desires we call unreasonable. When someone wants everyone 
to always look at him and only be interested in him, can we say that this is a reasonable 
desire? Such a desire is impossible, unnatural. Even if people want to do it, they cannot be 
looking always at somebody. For example, how they will look at him while they are sleeping? 
Or how they will look at him when it is evening, in the darkness of the night? Conditions 
themselves do not allow for this. So to always be looking at someone demands a high mental 
alertness. Such alertness is possible only under three conditions: when the man’s Soul is under 
the influence of the law of Love, under the influence of the law of Wisdom and under the 
influence of the law of Truth. 
 
So, if a man cannot lift his mind to God, to believe in Him, and to have aspirations for exalted 
and great creatures, he cannot understand himself. If he cannot draw a conclusion out of the 
results that are in front of him, he cannot understand himself as well. Such a man cannot have 
an alert mind. He will look like that Bulgarian who went to a public bath and tied a thread on 
his leg. He told himself, “I want this thread on my leg so that I won’t lose myself among so 
many naked men. I can easily recognize myself with this thread.” However, there is a feature 
in man’s mind, a characteristic, by which he can always recognize himself. Otherwise a man 
would constantly lose himself in the world. There is a characteristic by which everybody 
recognizes himself as a person. When a man is sleeping, does he recognize himself? No, he 
does not. Nobody can recognize himself in his sleep at all. When he wakes up he then 
recognizes himself, he is aware of himself. This awareness refers to the physical world only. 
When a man goes to sleep he forgets himself again. This indicates that there is no relationship 
between the physical world and the law of Love. If there is no relationship between life and 
Love, then there is no relationship between life and Wisdom, between life and Truth. 
 
I am saying: when there is no connection between life and the laws of Love, of Wisdom and 



that of Truth, people cannot make a connection between joy and suffering. When joy comes 
into their life, they say it is quite natural. If suffering comes, they find that it is not the way 
things should be. I ask: on what grounds it is natural for joy to come, while it is not natural for 
sorrow? People do not understand that joy and sorrow are two states that are intrinsically 
interwoven. Suffering and joy are brother and sister. At one moment joy will come – the sister 
- but at the next moment sorrow will come – the brother.  When joy comes into a house, it 
opens the window, looks down the road, and when it sees suffering, it calls for it immediately. 
Joy does not care that it becomes difficult for the people of this house when they see 
suffering. Why is a man displeased by suffering, but pleased by joy? I will explain this by the 
following example. Imagine you are naturally a positive person and joy pays you a visit. 
Immediately, you will be pleased, because by nature joy is negative; it appears in front of you 
as a beautiful girl and you are glad to see her. You represent the mind, while she represents 
the heart, which you will like right away.  This girl has a brother, who is positive like you, and 
she calls him. When he comes to her, you become displeased. The brother represents suffering 
which causes your displeasure. Therefore, you are displeased by the fact that the brother takes 
his sister and they go off together. Then you say: “Where did this scoundrel come from to 
steal my joy? These are images, figures, which are used to explain the effects on a man when 
joy and sorrow come to him.  
 
So, once a person has a desire that he strongly loves, he has no inclination toward any other 
desire that comes to replace or take away the first one. A doubt appears in him, a suspicion, 
that once he is deprived of his desire, which he keeps as the apple of his eye, he will lose his 
happiness. That is why joy sometimes comes as something negative, in the form of a woman, 
but sometimes as something positive in the form of a man. If your condition is negative, you 
are in the form of a woman; your joy will be positive when in the form of a man. Joy will call 
out from the road sorrow and suffering, which will be in a woman’s form. This shows that 
there is sorrow that is men’s, and sorrow which is women’s. Women’s sorrows differ from 
men’s sorrows: women’s sorrows are male and men’s sorrows are female.  The same can be 
said about joy as well: women’s joy is male and men’s joy is female. That means that a person 
who can cause joy to a woman will certainly be a man. And conversely, only someone similar 
to her can cause sorrow for a woman, that is, another woman.  The same applies to a man as 
well. A man causes sorrow to someone similar to him, to a man; a woman causes joy to a 
man. If similarity comes into a person, he starts worrying that his joy will be taken away. In 
scientific language this means that when an idea appears in a man’s mind that something that 
he needs could be stolen from him, he becomes dissatisfied. For example: you are hungry, 
you have a piece of bread that you are keeping as the apple of your eye. At that moment there 
is a man coming your way who is hungry as well, and you immediately feel bothered because 
you do not want to give up your bread. You realize this piece of bread will hardly be enough 
for you. In other words, that which is similar always wants to take something from what is 
similar to it.  
 
Therefore sufferings always come from a lack, from emptiness, or from a failure to 
understand life. When a person does not understand himself he suffers. When he wants to be 
rich, but he cannot be so, he suffers.  When he wants to obtain knowledge but he cannot do so, 
he again suffers. Why doesn’t a man understand himself? Why can’t he become rich, strong 
and well educated? There are a number of reasons why a man can’t achieve what he wants.   
Sometimes he suffers for others as well, because they do not understand life or because they 
cannot fulfill their desires. That is why a man suffers for himself and for others as well.  
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Now, you have come to Rila1 for a walk, for a break, but how many of you have come to see 
God – I don’t know. You say: “How is it that you don’t know? You know us, don’t you?” I 
say: “There are things that even I do not know.” For example, when someone asks for my 
opinion about someone else, whether he is a good or bad person, and I do not want to express 
any opinion, I say, “I do not know what sort of a man he is. He can tell you himself. If you 
ask me something about me I can tell you.”  You would say, “In that case tell us where you 
come from.” I come from heaven. “From heaven?  Is this true? Where is heaven then?” Since 
you do not know where heaven is, I have nothing to say to you. Then I would tell you I come 
from hell. “Where is hell?” If you do not know where hell is, then I would tell you I come 
from Earth. Therefore, a person can come from three places: either from heaven, or from hell, 
or from the Earth. In other words: a person can come either from God, or from the devil, or 
from people.  
 
When people talk about the devil, many picture him as an animal, with horns and hoofs. This 
is not a devil, this is an animal.  By the word devil it is implied a creature whose mind is 
occupied with itself from morning till night. The devil thinks that if he puts his affairs in order 
then everyone’s affairs would be in order as well. If his work is spoiled, then all people’s 
work will be spoiled as well.  This is what the devil is all about. After this you can add on 
horns, hoofs – that is your business. His horns can be short or long – that is again your 
business. One thing is important for you. You must know that the devil will not come from 
some forest, he is always near you and he watches you. He takes different shapes so that he 
will not be recognized. He can take the shape of an eagle and pounce on the chicks of a 
mother hen and take one.  Today he takes one, tomorrow another, and this mother hen begins 
to get interested in him. He can take the shape of a wolf and attack the lambs of a shepherd. 
He takes one sheep today, another tomorrow, until the shepherd begins to be interested in the 
devil and to recognize him. Both people and animals take interest in the devil, because he 
takes away something from them. 
 
What the eagle does with the chickens, and the wolf with the sheep, also takes place in the 
human mind. You have 10-20 sheep, which you are carefully tending. One day you wake up 
and you see that one of them is missing; a wolf has stolen it.  You have 10-20 chickens, but 
one day you wake up and see that one of them is missing; an eagle has taken it. One by one 
the sheep disappear, one by one the chicks disappear and finally you say, “I am an unhappy 
man!” Why you are unhappy? “Because there is nothing to be happy about any more.”   
Somewhere in the Varna2 area, in a village, an eagle was often coming around the hens and 
was grabbing one or two chicks daily. A village woman said to her husband, “Do you know 
what? Let’s put the hen and her chicks under a net, and let’s see what this predator will do 
when he comes.” The eagle, as was his habit, flew down towards the chicks, and without 
seeing that they were under a net, he put his beak through the netting and grabbed a chick. 
The eagle pulled on the chick, but he could not take it out. It wondered what was going on, 
but didn’t think to let go of the chick and get out of there. Meanwhile, the village woman, 
whose chicks were often the victims of this eagle, caught him and said to herself, “Now you 
will know what it’s like to grab and eat chicks!”    
 
I say: If you do not want the sheep and chicks to be stolen from your consciousness, you 
should spread out a net like the one that the village woman used, and you will protect them. It 

                                                           
1 Rila - the highest mountain in Bulgaria. According to the Master the oldest esoteric school on Earth was 
situated in Rila. 
2 Varna - the third largest city and the greatest sea-port in Bulgaria, a major economic and cultural center. 
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is the law: the devil will never jump into a hole with both legs. He only puts one leg into a 
hole, which is why he always is hindered. When he encounters a hindrance he tries to cut the 
netting, and in this way he gets caught. This happens every day in a man’s mind as well. 
When suffering comes, he groans and does all he can to get free, but he cannot. What has 
happened to this man? He has put his leg into one of the holes of his mind and he cannot free 
himself. The leg represents one of his wishes. How will he free himself? I say: let go of your 
desire! This man has grabbed the desire by his leg and can neither free his leg nor his desire. 
This desire is not his. If a man wants to obtain something good by way of an unnatural desire, 
he will fail. Unnatural desires are incompatible with the laws of rational Nature. Such desires 
cause sorrow and suffering. Thus every desire must come in its time, just like joys and 
sorrows come in their time. There are times of joy and times of sorrow.  
 
Christ says: “A woman, when she is in labor, has sorrow because her hour has come; but as 
soon as she has given birth to the child, she no longer remembers the anguish, for joy that a 
human being has been born into the world.”  You say: “Why has God created suffering? 
Couldn’t He create a world without suffering?” God has created a world of harmony, but the 
sufferings in the world are man’s creation. Man’s desire to eat is Divine, but if he eats more 
than he needs, it is human. Every human desire brings sorrow. When Christ says that every 
woman in labor has sorrow, He has in mind the sorrow caused by the uncertainty that the 
woman finds herself in. She says: “This child either will be born or it will not, I don’t know 
what will happen to me and to the child.” After this sorrow the joy will certainly come.  
 
Now I will give you another situation. Imagine you eat some unnatural food which causes you 
sorrow. The cause of this sorrow is due to your misunderstanding about the food you ate. At 
the beginning you are happy, because you will eat. You are hungry, you have not been eaten 
for two or three days and when they offer you food, you immediately begin to eat. You do not 
see that the food is spoiled and the bread is moldy. You are in a hurry to finish the meal and 
you do not think about what you are eating. However when you finish the meal the bitterness 
comes. The bitterness causes suffering. After that you need to expel this spoiled food from 
your stomach, in order to rid yourself of it. Thus you will feel relief and your suffering will 
turn into joy. The law of clearing the mind is as follows: there is always sorrow hiding 
between two joys. First is joy, then in the middle is sorrow, torment, and after it again comes 
joy. This is the most natural state. Some want to always be joyful. This is possible as well, but 
only for a man who walks according to God’s law and does His will. The way modern people 
live, they cannot always be joyful.  
 
I say: The physical world is a world of change. It moves between joy and sorrow, between 
pleasure and difficulty. Imagine that your child weighs a few kilograms, and you are carrying 
him in your arms – you feel pleasant. However he begins to gradually grow and his weight 
increases. When he gets to 35-40 kilograms you do not want to carry him because of his 
weight. If you carry him for 10 kilometers you get tired, and you want to free yourself from 
him. This load becomes unpleasant for you. By the same token, however good a desire is, 
when it is held for a long time in a man’s mind the desire begins to burden him and he wants 
to set himself free from it. If you don’t want your desires to be a burden to you, put them to 
work. When you do this you will come to a new philosophy of life. You will say: “The new 
one is a good thing, but it is impossible without the old one. “This is similar to the situation of 
a Bulgarian who bought some new cloths, and the shopkeeper wrapped them up in paper. He 
headed back to his village, but along the way he wanted to take a nap. He lay down under a 
tree, put the bundle beside him and fell asleep. About that time a thief passed by, saw the 
bundle with the new cloths and took it. The villager woke up and saw the bundle was missing. 
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The new cloths had disappeared.   
 
I ask: what do you do when your sorrow is turned into joy? You immediately take off your 
sorrow, i.e. your old clothes, and you put on joy, i.e. your new clothes. However, true joy is 
when a man forgets his sorrow. That is why Christ says: “A woman, when she is in labor, has 
sorrow because her hour has come; but as soon as she has given birth to the child, she no 
longer remembers the anguish, for joy that a human being has been born into the world.”  
Therefore, if the joy that you have cannot erase your sorrows, this joy does not bring you 
anything of value. If you want to work on yourself, you should always take into account the 
law of clearing the mind.   
 
Somebody says: “Have I moved forward in my development; am I going the right way?” You 
know this. It is the same as if you ask yourself if you had enough to eat. Only you know it; 
you are your own authority. If someone else comes along, he can only suggest whether you’ve 
had enough to eat or not. Only you know for sure. Someone else says: “Do I believe or don’t 
I? Am I happy or not?” You know this. There are things you know better than anyone else. 
What are these things? These are the things concerning you. In the same way, everything 
concerning me I know better than anybody else. We should serve ourselves with these things 
that we know about ourselves - they are tools that we should use always in our life.   
 
Now – everybody should clear his mind, set it free from everything useless. If you want to 
know how to clear the mind, go to a fruit seller and see what he does. Every day he checks his 
fruit, takes away the spoiled ones and throws them aside, leaving only the good ones in the 
baskets or the boxes. If he does not separate out the spoiled fruit, the good fruit will be spoiled 
as well. Apply the same method to clearing the mind as well. Every morning when you wake 
up, check your mind and throw away all the spoiled fruit you find. No matter how many 
useless desires there are in your mind, sell them – at least you will make a little money from 
them.  Imagine you have ten baskets full of desires. What will you do with so many desires? It 
is enough to have only one basket full of desires. You can sell the other baskets. One basket 
full of desires costs about ten thousand leva3. If you sell nine baskets you will be very rich. 
 
So, when I say that desires can be sold, it looks funny for many of you and you say: “How is 
it possible for desires to be sold?”  What does the word sell mean? To sell and to give over 
mean the same thing. Which desires should be sold? Sell only those desires that do not love 
you! Do not sell desires that love you. The same is true regarding thoughts. There are 
thoughts which love you – do not sell them. There are thoughts that do not love you – sell 
them, throw them out into the forest! Why should you sell your desires and thoughts that do 
not love you? Because everything that does not love you will cause you harm. Every desire, 
every thought, which does not love you has the instinct, the tendency, similar to that of a 
mouse. As the mouse threads its way through here and there – to find some clothing and to 
gnaw through it, so your desires and thoughts which do not love you will find a small hole in 
your mind, to thread through and cause you harm. They do not knowingly want to harm you, 
but they are rodents, and this is their nature. 
 
Therefore, good and bad desires sneak into the minds of all people. For example, there is not a 
person who does not want to be good looking. Everyone wants to be good looking. This 
desire is absolutely natural. However, a man’s desire to be beautiful without the truth is out of 
place. Beauty without truth is able to cause man the worst evil. Just as beauty cannot get along 
without truth, there are a number of desires that cannot exist without love. If a desire like this 
                                                           
3 Lev - BGL, the Bulgarian national currency. 
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comes to you, it is able to cause you the greatest harm. If there is love in this desire, it is from 
God. If there is love, there is beauty, there is truth. If there is no love in this desire, then God 
is absent. If God is not there, then beauty is not there as well. When beauty is not there, then 
truth is not there as well and this desire in not appropriate. If there is love in a desire, there 
will be beauty and truth as well, and it will certainly be good. Whoever has truth in him is a 
beautiful person. Truth is the basis of everything in life.   
 
Often people talk about someone as being honest, and about someone else that he is dishonest. 
What does a person rely on in order to show that he is an honest or dishonest person? If two 
poor, naked people meet each other can they steal from each other?  Both are down and out – 
they do not have anything to steal from each other. They will look at each other, smile and 
say, “We have nothing!” In what situations do people steal from each other? If a poor and a 
rich man get together in one place, the poor man, due to the circumstances beyond his control, 
such as cold and hunger, will be forced to rob the rich man. This is very natural! The poor 
man will have the desire to steal at least one suit from the rich man, who has several suits. The 
poor man will say: “Should this rich man have several suits at his disposal while I don’t have 
even one and I walk ragged in this cold?”  The rich man, from his point of view, will think 
that the poor man is being dishonestly toward him.  
 
So, every desire appears as a result of love. If you say you have a desire, this implies that you 
should love people. The law of Love is a law for changing the mind. To love a person means 
that if he is destitute, you dress him. When you see such a person, you will come up to him 
and say: “Let me take you to a clothing store to choose whatever clothes you want.  He will 
be delighted and you will be delighted as well. When you meet someone else who is sad, 
sorrowful, take him aside and tell him some sweet words. Why he is sorrowful? Do not ask 
him. A man can be sorrowful either because he is destitute, or because he is poor, or because 
he is hungry, or due to any other reason. By and large, people’s suffering falls into different 
categories.  
 
I say: Often people fall into situations where they expect other people to make them joyful 
and happy.  To expect happiness from other people is the same as if you expect your relatives 
to dress you. Isn’t it ridiculous for a grown-up girl or boy to expect their mother to dress them 
in the morning and to undress them in the evening? Somebody is sad. Why? Because he 
expects somebody to dress him or to take his backpack off his back. I say: take off the straps 
on your backpack by yourself! It is not necessary to expect things from others. An 
acquaintance of mine told me once: “There is a gentleman who does not like me at all. 
Wherever he meets me I have the feeling that he is thinking something bad about me”. O, 
really! You are wrong. I met this gentlemen a few days ago – he was going to the bank to 
deposit 25,000 lev in your account. “Is it possible? I actually received a notice for 25,000 lev 
yesterday, but I do not know who sent it. So, this gentleman whom I thought didn’t like me, 
wanted my best. Who could expect him to be such a nice person!” You do not know who likes 
you and who does not. It is always necessary for a friend of yours to come and tell you who 
likes you. It is always necessary for a friend of yours to come and tell you that God has put 
good into you and you only need to show it.  When you know this, as soon as a desire comes 
into your mind it should show itself either through the law of Love, or the law of Wisdom, or 
the law of Truth. That is why if you want to act, do not give up your desires, but look them 
over carefully to see which category they fall in.  If a certain desire refers to love, take it to its 
mother; if it refers to wisdom, take it to its father; if it refers to truth, take it to its brother or 
sister. Everybody should know where to take one of his desires: to its mother, to its father, or 
to its brother and sister. In other words: everyone should know if one of his desires relates to 
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the law of Love, to the law of Wisdom or to the law of Truth. Any desire that relates to these 
laws is natural. If this desire does not relate to any one of them, it is an unnatural desire. 
 
Keep in mind that the science for clearing the mind is just emerging. Man just now is 
beginning to clear his mind until one day he comes to total clarity, to total enlightenment of 
his mind. It is not easy to clear the mind! Changing the mind, i.e. clearing the mind, is one of 
the greatest and most beautiful sciences.  You say: “How can we clear our mind?” To clear 
your mind implies to work as a servant in somebody else’s vineyard, to dig it up, to sow, to 
clear it and finally – to harvest. You have no vineyard of your own, but you go to a different 
landlord. You settle in as a worker in his vineyard and you work until it’s time to harvest the 
grapes. When the grapes are ripe you gather them, put them down into the basket and freely 
eat as much as you want from whatever vine you choose.  The owner will not forbid this. 
 
As is the law for cultivation, clearing and harvesting of the vineyard, so is the law for clearing 
the mind. If you want to clear your mind you should settle in as a servant to the owner of a 
vineyard; you will dig it, hoe it again, and clear it until one day you harvest.  You will fill up 
the baskets for your master, you will put them aside and whatever grapes you eat are yours. In 
the evening, when you go home, the owner will pay you. The payment is the experience you 
have gained, while the grapes you ate for the whole day are the real profit. Somebody says: 
“Today I have earned such and such amount of leva.” You have earned nothing, you have 
chased after the wind. The real profit is in what you have eaten at the vineyard.  
 
So, during the process of clearing the mind, whatever teacher you go to will first invite you to 
work in his vineyard, to clear it, and after that, on the day of grape harvest, to taste his grapes. 
No teacher will fill up a whole basket with grapes for you, but he will say: “As long as you 
are in my vineyard you can eat as much as you want.” There are teachers who can fill up a 
basket with grapes for you to take home, but in this case you should be a seasoned worker. 
 
Now, all of you should learn to think correctly. If you have any difficulty or you suffer, go to 
somebody else’s vineyard, dig it, clear it and on the day of harvest eat as much as you want. 
When you eat from these grapes you will be happy. A wish appears in many people to have 
their own vineyard. They say: “It is something different to have your own vineyard. You may 
eat whenever you want, as much as you want, and from whatever vine you want.” No, first of 
all you should learn the following law: Everything you understand is yours; whatever you 
cannot understand is not yours. The difference between what is yours and what is somebody 
else’s rests in the way things are understood. When you go to harvest grapes you say: “Let us 
fill up the baskets so that we have some for tomorrow too.” No, while you are at the vineyard, 
eat as much as you can! Tomorrow you will harvest grapes again. If you are in the spiritual 
world and you desire grapes, you should climb the mountain where they harvest grapes every 
day. Do not think about tomorrow. When you work in the spiritual world there are fresh 
grapes which you can eat every day. When you go home in the evening you will have the 
experience from what you were paid for your labor. Somebody says: “I do not want to work at 
the vineyard; I do not want to gather grapes.” If you do not want to gather grapes, then you 
will not have joy either. Christ says: If you want to work in somebody else’s vineyard and 
pick grapes, you should find a poor, ragged man and do a good deed for him. You do not 
know what kind of a person this poor man is. He could be a saint even if he is ragged and 
destitute. When you do a good deed for him, you will learn a lot of things from him.  
 
The following story is told about an American professor of theology: One day he fell into 
deep discouragement about himself and his science, and he told himself: I have been teaching 
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at the university for so many years and I haven’t accomplished anything!” When a friend of 
his saw him in this condition, he sent him to a poor, sick widow who had been lying in bed for 
all of 12 years. He went to her, talked a bit, and when he left her house he said: “This poor, 
sick widow gave me the kind of lectures from her bed that I have never been able to give to 
my students. I have learned a lot from her. She has been laying ill on her bed for 12 whole 
years, but what she has learned she knows thoroughly. I am encouraged by her, and I have 
come to understand what it means to work in a vineyard which is full of grapes.” From that 
day on, the professor of theology went to the poor woman weekly, worked in her vineyard 
and always brought back something to her.  
 
I say: All of you should go to people who are unhappy on the outside but happy on the inside. 
Such people we call saints. Now I wish all of you to be unhappy on the outside, happy on the 
inside.  
 
The lecture that I gave you this morning has been a little hard for you to understand, because 
the fog has not cleared away during the whole time. That shows that your understanding is 
small.   
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